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NEW QUESTION: 1
資産セキュリティの観点から、機密データストレージメディアが不要になった場合のデータの残留
によるデータ盗難を防止するための最善の対策は何ですか？
A. データをメディアに保存する前に暗号化します。
B. 引退したメディアを物理的に破壊します。
C. メディアをシステム所有者に返します。
D. 機密データをメディアから削除します。
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A costumer uses cross-company-code projects with a top billing element and an additional
billing element underneath for each company code. Although the internal billing between the
lower-level WBS elements has been performed correctly, the results analysis summarizes all
values to the highest billing elements.
How can we split the results to the different company codes? *
A. Split the project into different projects according to each company code
B. Settle the WBS elements to the highest billing element before you do the results analysis
C. Change the project structure so that it corresponds better to the company's organizational
structure
D. Adjust the customizing of the valuation method in the expert mode of the periodic results
analysis accordingly
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3

DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Azure Data Factory can be used to orchestrate the execution of stored procedures. This allows
more complex pipelines to be created and extends Azure Data Factory's ability to leverage the
computational power of SQL Data Warehouse.
From scenario:
Relecloud has a Microsoft SQL Server database named DB1 that stores information about the
advertisers. DB1 is hosted on a Microsoft Azure virtual machine.
Relecloud identifies the following requirements for DB1:
*
Data generated by the streaming analytics platform must be stored in DB1.
*
The advertisers in DB1 must be stored in a table named Table1 and must be refreshed nightly.

NEW QUESTION: 4
The SMART model outlines the important characteristics of
A. effective recruiting.
B. employee training.
C. forecasting studies.
D. organizational goals.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation: The SMART model outlines the important characteristics of corporate goals. This
model asserts that goals should be specific, measurable, actionbased, realistic, and timebased.
In other words, they should be detailed, capable of assessment, based on concrete activities,
attainable, and scheduled.
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